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QUESTION NO: 1
What is not available in the workspace summary?
A. A count of the number of entities and links in the workspace
B. The template on which the workspace is based
C. The total time the workspace has been open
D. The date and time when the workspace is created
E. The date and time when the workspace was last printed.
Answer: A
QUESTION NO: 2
When setting general application options (Using the tools menu, select options to
display the options; then select options\general), which of the following is NOT an
option?
A. Enable time of day, day of week
B. Turn on auto save options
C. Turn on automatic searching for items on a target list
D. Change the highlight color of search results or the error text color
E. Turn on hyperlink detection
Answer: A
QUESTION NO: 3
Which statement is TRUE of Text Chart Auto Mark?
A. Text Chart Auto Mark automatically imports data into iBase
B. Text Chart Auto Mark facilitates the mark up process by automatically locating
key entities in documents so that you can quickly add them to a chart
C. Text Chart Auto Mark can be used with pattern tracer to detect phone numbers
D. Text Chart Auto Mark Is used to detect vehicle registrations to automatically
create and mark-up vehicle entities
Answer: B
QUESTION NO: 4

If the 'Run Text Chart when Windows starts' check box is turned on, Automated
Text Chart will start automatically when
.
A. You open analyst's notebook
B. You open iBase
C. You open Text Chart
D. You log on to your Windows account
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 5
The template report does not list/contain information on which of the following?
A. Pallettes
B. Entity types
C. Link types
D. Attributes
E. Attribute Slot Markers
Answer: A
QUESTION NO: 6
A workspace can contain many documents. How many charts can it contain?
A. None
B. One
C. Two
D. An unlimited number
Answer: B
QUESTION NO: 7
When using Text Chart together with iBase Live, it is important to validate
templates before starting to mark up any documents in Text Chart. Which of
the following DOES NOT require template validation?

A. When a template is manually edited using Text Chart Designer
B. When the design (schema) of the iBase database is updated
C. When making changes to the permissions of users who load Text Chart
visualizations
D. When changing the color used for a Markup in IBM Text Chart
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 8
When setting general Chart options - Using the Chart page of the Options dialog,
which of the following is not set via the chart page options dialog?
A. Turn on automatic searching options
B. Turn off animated zoom effects
C. Enable time of day
D. Show or hide the chart legend
Answer: C
QUESTION NO: 9
Which language is NOT supported by Auto Mark to find terms in?
A. English
B. French
C. German
D. Spanish
E. Italian
F. Dutch
G. Russian
Answer: G
QUESTION NO: 10
Automated Text Chart is designed to process how many documents in a set
location?
A. 10,000 documents or less

B. 10,000 - 25,000 documents
C. 25,000 - 50,000 documents
D. 50,000 - 100,000 documents
Answer: A
QUESTION NO: 11
Using iBase Live and the iBase Menu, which statement is NOT an option with
refresh chart items?
A. Preview changes before refreshing an item
B. Preview changes before refreshing all items
C. Prompt to refresh all items when opening a workspace or reconnecting to a
database
D. Prompt to refresh all items when closing a workspace or disconnecting from a
database
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 12
Templates are used to define many workspace properties. Which property is not
defined by the template?
A. Entity and link type definitions
B. Attribute definitions
C. Target items list
D. Grading system categories
E. The default grade values
F. Line strengths
Answer: C
QUESTION NO: 13
You can specify where Automated Text Chart looks for documents to mark up.
Which types of watch locations can you set up?
A. Folders or documents

B. RSS feeds or monitoring content on the internet such as blogs and news
C. Analyst's Notebook charts
D. iBase databases
E. A and B above
Answer: E
QUESTION NO: 14
Which statement best describes the available search preference(s)?
A. You can distinguish between upper and lower case, using 'match case' check box
B. You can search for whole words only, using 'whole words only' check box
C. You can specify the word length, specifying the number of characters
D. Only A and B apply
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 15
Automated Text Chart - is a tool for running automatic mark up in the background.
Which of the following is NOT a feature of the Automated Text Chart Tool?
A. Automatic detection and mark up of entities as new documents are added to
watch folders and RSS feeds
B. Automatic matching of items on a Watch List
C. Automatic charting of event data to Analyst's Notebook
D. Desktop and e-mail alerts triggered by Watch List matches
E. A document viewer for previewing background results and sending documents of
key interest to a workspace
Answer: C
QUESTION NO: 16
When you print a workspace which answer is FALSE?
A. You cannot choose which parts of the workspace to print
B. You can print the chart only
C. You can print the documents only

